
HISTORICAL FICTION 
 
TOP TEN HISTORICAL NOVELS 2003 
 
Alexander, Bruce 
Price of Murder 
 
Investigating the death of a young girl whose body has been discovered in the Thames, 
blind eighteenth-century London judge Sir John Fielding and his sidekick Jeremy wonder 
about the girl's missing mother and follow clues to the racetrack, where they uncover a 
dangerous, high-stakes competition.  
 
 
Coplin, Keith 
Crofton’s Fire 
 
In 1876, Crofton, a young second lieutenant, embarks on adventures that lead from Little 
Bighorn, from which he escapes just before Custer is killed by his own men, to a 
rebellion in Cuba and the Zulu war in East Africa. 
Estleman, Loren D. 
Port Hazard 
 
Pursued by hired assassins, Page Murdock seeks refuge among in San Francisco's 
Barbary Coast, where his search for the mysterious individual who wants him dead leads 
him into Chinatown and into an alliance with an enigmatic vice lord from an alien 
culture. [Not in our collection, though there are many other novels by Estleman.] 
 
Gooden, Phillip 
Mask of Night 
 
In the fifth novel in the Shakespearean mystery series, physician Dr. Hugh Fern hires 
Nick Revill and the Chamberlain's Men to stage a private performance of Romeo & Juliet 
in the midst of a city wide plague and ends up dead. 
 
 
Harris, Robert 
Pompeii 
 
When the aqueduct that brings fresh water to thousands of people around the bay of 
Naples fails, Roman engineer Marius Primus heads to the slopes of Mount Vesuvius to 
investigate, only to come face to face with an impending catastrophe. 
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Hoyt, Sarah A. 
Any Man So Daring 
 
William Shakespeare ventures back into the forest realm of the Elven king Quicksilver to 
rescue his son, only to discover that Quicksilver is not the culprit and that he must 
confront an inhuman and powerful demon to save his son. [Not in our collection.  There 
are other of her books.] 
 
Jones, Edward P. 
Known World 
 
When a plantation proprietor and former slave--now possessing slaves of his own--dies, 
his household falls apart in the wake of a slave rebellion and corrupt underpaid patrollers 
who enable free black people to be sold into slavery. 
Robins, Madeleine 
Point of Honour 
 
In Regency England there were very few career options open to a woman with a ruined 
reputation. Disowned by her family after she ran off with her brother's fencing master, 
Sarah Brereton returns to England, takes Tolerance as her new last name, and becomes an 
“agent of inquiry.” Hired to find an antique Italian fan, Sarah traces the fan through 
several owners, but her quest seems to cause the murders of several innocent people. 
After discovering that the earl of Versellion, Edward Folle, is really the man who hired 
her, both Sarah and the earl become the target of the killers when the seemingly harmless 
fan's secret is revealed to be quite dangerous. Robins plays a bit with history, but she 
effortlessly captures the texture of both the elegant realm of London's aristocrats and the 
far less glamorous world of those who serve them. As skilled with a sword as she is at 
uncovering secrets, Sarah is a fascinating heroine, and Robins surrounds her with equally 
intriguing secondary characters. Politics, deception, danger, and a bit of romance all 
come together beautifully in this superb debut. [Not in our collection.] 
  
  
Toibin, Colm 
Master 
 
Nineteenth-century writer Henry James is heartbroken when his first play performs 
poorly in contrast to Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest" and struggles with 
subsequent doubts about his sexual identity. [Not in our collection.] 
 
Turtledove, Harry 
Victorious Opposition 
 
The Confederacy, under president Jake Featherston, ignites old hatreds in the midst of the 
Great Depression to renew hostilities with the United States as they become embroiled in 
the Second World War. 
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CIVIL WAR 
 
Boyd, James 
Marching On (1927) 
 
James Fraser, son of a poor farmer, goes to fight in the Confederate army and spends time 
in a federal prison. 
 
Burke, James Lee 
White Doves at Morning (2002) 
 
In a departure from his mystery novels featuring Dave Robicheaux and Billy Bob 
Holland, Burke describes New Iberia, LA, during the Civil War and Reconstruction. 
Young Willie Burke (an ancestor of the author) and two friends join the Confederate 
army despite their doubts about some aspects of the Cause, while in New Iberia Abigail 
Dowling, a nurse from Massachusetts, struggles to act on her abolitionist beliefs. Abigail 
befriends Flower, a young slave who has been secretly taught to read by Willie, and thus 
angers plantation owner Ira Jamison (Flower's owner and biological father) and his 
overseer. In lyrical and evocative prose, Burke depicts both the boredom and horror of 
army life and the injustices visited upon blacks and poor whites by the "haves" in 
Southern society. He starkly conveys the desperation felt by those who have no power or 
voice and vividly creates a sense of place and character. 
 
Crane, Stephen 
The Red Badge of Courage (1976) 
 
Crane's masterwork--a frequent high school English class assignment--describes the 
experiences of young Union soldier Henry Fleming during the Civil War. 
 
Faulkner, William 
The Unvanquished  (1991) 
 
Bayard Sartoris returns from the battlefields of the Civil War and tries to build his family 
and his fortune. 
 
Fleming, Tom 
When This Cruel War is Over (2001) 
 
This novel portrays two generations of Americans struggling to make sense of a national 
catastrophe in the face of a future that is shot through with darkness. Previous novels by 
Fleming include 'Remember the Morning' and 'Wages of Fame'. 
They called themselves Sons of Liberty -- a revolutionary conspiracy that intended to 
form a new confederacy in the American heartland -- and put an end to the American 
Civil War. Backed by the South, the Sons launch guerilla attacks against Union troops. 
The year is 1864, the place Indiana and Kentucky. A time of ruthless censorship, 
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conscription, and a seemingly endless war that has left a half a million Americans dead. 
Union Major Paul Stapleton falls in love with Janet Todd, courier and evangelist for the 
Sons of Liberty. Another admirer, Colonel Adam Jameson, readies his Confederate 
cavalry division to support the Sons' revolt. The battle for the future of America is about 
to begin. 
 
Foote, Shelby 
Shiloh  (1976) 
A re-creation of the day's events at the Battle of Shiloh, from the perspectives of five 
officers and men from a single squad. 
 
Frazier, Charles 
Cold Mountain (1997) 
 
Winner of the 1997 National Book Award A New York Times and Globe and Mail 
Notable Book of the Year Charles Frazier has created a masterpiece that is at once an 
enthralling adventure, a stirring love story, and a luminous evocation of a vanished land, 
a place where savagery coexists with splendour and human beings contend with the 
inhuman solitude of the wilderness. Sorely wounded and fatally disillusioned in the 
fighting at Petersburg, Inman, a Confederate soldier, decides to walk back to his home in 
the Blue Ridge mountains and to Ada, the woman he loved there years before. His trek 
across the disintegrating South brings him into intimate and sometimes lethal converse 
with slaves and marauders, bounty hunters and witches, both helpful and malign. At the 
same time, the intrepid Ada is trying to revive her father's derelict farm and learning to 
survive in a world where the old certainties have been swept away.As it interweaves their 
stories, Cold Mountain asserts itself as an authentic odyssey, hugely powerful, 
majestically lovely, and keenly moving. 
 
Gibbons, Kaye 
On the Occasion of My Last Afternoon (1998) 
 
Born to privilege, bookish & sensitive Emma Garnet Tate is keenly aware that her 
family's prosperity is built on slavery, & she sets herself against her domineering, self-
made father at an early age. Told in the charmingly eccentric voice that evokes a bygone 
era, Emma's tale reflects on a life rich with triumph & tragedy against the backdrop of the 
nineteenth-century American South. 
This novel, set before & during the Civil War, tells of the childhood of a Southern belle, 
her marriage to a Northern doctor, & her transformation from a self-absorbed child to a 
loving, mature wife & mother. 
 
Gurganus, Allan 
Oldest Living Confederate Widow Tells All  (1989) 
 
Ninety-nine year old Lucille Marsden, confined to a charity nursing home in North 
Carolina, is an American cousin of Joyce's Anna Livia Plurabelle. Lucy tells the story of 
her marriage to ``Captain'' Will Marsden, ostensibly the Civil War's last survivor, whom 
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she married when she was 15 and he was more than triple her age. She also tells about 
her husband's experiences in the war and after, the burning of her mother-in-law's 
plantation by Sherman's men, and the abduction from Africa of a former Marsden slave, 
midwife to Lucy's nine children as well as her best friend. But this novel is less about the 
War Between the States than about the war between the sexes. And, like Finnegan's 
Wake , it's also about how history is recorded and about how lives are turned into stories. 
Lucy's voice casts a spell as enchanting as Scheherazade's; a first novel to be slowly 
savored and richly enjoyed.  
 
Humphreys, Josephine 
Nowhere else on earth (c.2000) 
 
A North Carolina town struggles to preserve its sanity in 1864 as the Civil War 
approaches to shatter the peace, while sixteen-year-old Rhoda Strong falls in love with 
outlaw Henry Berry Lowrie. 
 
Jakes, John 
North and South trilogy (1985) 
 
The saga continues as the mighty friendship between the Mains of North Carolina & the 
Hazards of Pennsylvania faces the challenges of civil war as the families find themselves 
on opposite sides of a divided nation. 
 
Jiles, Paulette 
Enemy Women (2002) 
 
Adair Randolph Colley is the eighteen-year-old daughter of a mild-mannered justice of 
the peace during the Civil War. One day in November 1864 the Union militia sweeps 
through the quiet Ozarks backwoods, burns the Colleys' home, steals their possessions, 
and arrests Squire Colley. When Adair and her sisters set out to find their father in hope 
of securing his release, Adair herself is denounced as a Confederate spy and sent to 
prison in St. Louis. There, she meets her Union interrogator, Major William Neumann, 
and the two fall in love. Before he is sent back to the front, Neumann helps Adair plan an 
escape and, not long after he leaves, she makes her break. Weakened and alone, Adair 
must now travel through dangerous territory as she journeys home - not knowing who 
and what she will find there. 
Keneally, Thomas 
 
Confederates (1979) 
White farm boys who fight for the Confederacy worry about the people they have left at 
home during the war. 
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McCaig, Donald 
Jacob’s Ladder: Story of Virginia During the War (1998) 
 
This story is set during the American Civil War and has nothing new to say about that 
conflict, or about the large crowd of literary stereotypes that fill its pages. The War 
Between the States is far from exhausted as a source for exciting scenarios and intriguing 
personalities. Why then are readers confronted with cliches that were already overused 
when Gone with the Wind was published? Plantation owner Duncan Gatewood is a fair 
and thoughtful patriarch irretrievably compromised by the dilemma of slavery. His son is 
a headstrong young cadet who talks a lot about honor. There are also a blockade runner 
who is more bark than bite, a slave who tries to pass herself off as a white woman, and a 
weak intellectual who turns coward. 
 
McCrumb, Sharyn 
Ghost Riders: A Novel  (2003) 
 
The prolific McCrumb's latest Appalachian “ballad novel” takes on the Civil War 
through the eyes of mountain dwellers past and present. Two of the narrators are actual 
historical figures, both Union sympathizers surrounded by Confederate neighbors: 
Zebulon Vance, a poor mountain boy who worked his way up to become governor of 
North Carolina during the turbulent war years, and Malinda Blaylock, a plucky young 
woman who followed her husband off to war by posing as a man and later joined him as 
an outlaw. Their stories are rich in detail and serve to illustrate the divisiveness and far-
reaching consequences of the war, but the novel loses its power as it intersperses 
snapshots of present-day citizens and Civil War reenactors stirring up the spirits of 
soldiers long dead. 
 
Mitchell, Margaret 
Gone With the Wind (1936) 
 
There is a reason for the enduring popularity of this saga: it is a ripping good story, fast 
moving, replete with battles, romance, intrigue, murder, suspense, and a surprisingly 
strong feminist theme. For all that, Scarlett is such a simpering "Southern belle," but 
when the chips are down, she takes charge and gets things done no matter the cost. The 
theme, after all, is surviving change and overcoming obstacles, and the women do that far 
better than the men (remember poor Ashley?). The book, of course, is far richer than the 
movie could be; richer characterizations, deeper scene setting and examination of the role 
of women in the sociology of the South, heart-wrenching descriptions of the carnage of 
war, and a generally carefully researched history of the period, with many events and 
even characters that do not appear in the film. To modern ears the language is shocking: 
pickaninnies, black bucks, darkies (and worse), but this sort of nonchalant racism serves 
to create the flavor of the times and a better understanding of the pre- and postwar South.  
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Monfredo, Miriam Grace 
Children of Cain (2002) 
 
Undercover agent Bronwen Llyr stumbles upon a plot by Robert E. Lee to use a surprise 
attack to cut off the Union Army's supply line and risks everything to warn General 
McClellan of the impending disaster. 
 
Morris, Gilbert 
Witness in Heaven (c.2000) 
 
"It's such a peaceful February in the Rockies that no one could guess - least of all young 
Charlene Peace - that hundreds are still dying as the Civil War rages on in the South. 
Nothing could have convinced Charlene, half Crow Indian, to leave her mountain home 
until the handsome, hazel-eyed Boone Manwaring delivers his earth-shattering news. 
Then, just as opposing generals Ulysses Grant and Robert E. Lee are gathering their 
troops for a showdown in Virginia that could mean the end of the Civil War, Charlene 
and Boone are propelled to travel south toward Richmond, the seat of the heaviest 
fighting." "As the danger of being "Northerners" in the South grows, Charlene and Boone 
must decide whether it's worth the risk to stay and fulfill their mission. What they 
discover in the process may end or change the course of their lives - forever."— 
 
 
Parry, Owen 
Faded Coats of Blue (1999) 
 
In this "winning blend of history and mystery" (Booklist), Owen Parry brings to life the 
story of Abel Jones, a Welsh immigrant and Union army enlistee. Jones finds himself 
mysteriously chosen as confidential agent to General George McClellan, the "savior of 
the Union." No stranger to the cruel paradoxes of war, Jones is asked to investigate the 
death of Anthony Fowler, a young volunteer captain shot through the heart. Instantly, his 
murder is blamed on the Confederates. But whispers haunt the death of this fallen martyr, 
leading Abel Jones from the blood of the battlefield through the intrigues of Washington, 
D.C., and into a web of secrets and sinister relationships where evil and good intertwine . 
. . and where heroes fall prey to those who cherished them the most.  
 
 
Parry, Owen 
Shadows of Glory (2000) 
 
In a snow-swept Northern town, Union officer Major Abel Jones struggles to solve the 
riddle of Federal agents tortured to death, an act of stunning brutality cloaked in fear and 
lies. Confronted with murder and madness, sedition and seances, selfless patriotism and 
haunting passions, Abel is duty-bound to succeed, even though the ghosts of his own 
past-when his uniform was scarlet and not blue-are waiting for him. From the drama of 
Civil War Washington and a divided home front, to the hardship and triumph of Grant's 
capture of Fort Donelson, Shadows of Glory magnificently conjures up an American past 
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-- and brings it to ravishing life with matchless authenticity and storytelling power. 
 
Parry, Owen 
Honor’s Kingdom (2002) 
The Civil War, an inexhaustible source for nonfiction writers, attracts mystery writers as 
well. In this follow-up to Faded Coat of Blue, which won the 2000 Herodotus Award for 
Best First Historical Mystery and has been optioned for film, a Union officer dispatched 
to London must investigate the murder of his predecessor 
 
 
Poyer, David 
Fire on the Waters: A Novel of the Civil War at Sea (2001) 
 
The year is 1861, and America shudders on the brink of disunion. Elisha Eaker, scion of a 
wealthy Manhattan banking family, joins the Navy against his father's wishes. He does it 
as much to avoid an arranged marriage to his cousin, Araminta Van Velsor, as to defend 
the flag. Eli meets Lieutenant Ker Claiborne aboard the sloop of war U.S.S. Owanee. An 
Annapolis graduate who's seen action in the West Indies and the Africa Station, 
Claiborne is cool and competent in storm and battle, but he now faces an agonizing 
choice between the Navy he loves and his native Virginia. Whichever road he takes, he'll 
be called a traitor. With authentic nautical and historical detail, master sea-yarner David 
Poyer follows Eli, Araminta, Ker, and their loved ones and shipmates into a maelstrom of 
divided loyalties, bitter partings, stormy seas, governmental panic, political blundering, 
and, finally, the test of battle as the bloodiest and most divisive war in American history 
begins. 
 
Price, Charles F.  
Hiwassee (1996) 
 
An historically accurate Civil War novel setting light on a little-known corner of the Civil 
War behind the lines of the Border South. 
 
Ray, Clyde 
Across the Dark River: The Odyssey of the 56th N. C. Infantry in the American Civil 
War  (1996) 
 
A superior effort by Mr. Ray that takes the reader/Civil War buff to the limits -- the 
feeling of sadness, frustration and empathy for the members of the 56th infantry during 
their times of turmoil; and, then the feeling of triumph at their victories--no matter how 
small or great. The book is replete with data regarding the Civil War era--and just plain 
"fine reading.”  
 
Robertson, Don 
Prisoners of Twilight (1989) 
 
Robertson ( Praise the Human Season ) has crafted a grisly, gripping war novel that 
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deserves to stand in its own light. At the end of the Civil War, the ragged remnants of a 
Confederate troop retreat homeward, numbed by the carnage that has surrounded them 
and by their own decaying minds and bodies. Their nominal leader is a 20-year-old 
sergeant who's busy nursing his own bewildered lust for another soldier, and the men in 
his command, ranging from the teenage country bumpkins to a near-psychotic sadist, can 
no longer tolerate each other or their ceaseless, starved struggle. Coursing with sexual 
longing, bitterness and random cruelty, the Civil War Robertson pictures is searingly 
distinct and distinctive; the psychological acuity of his narrative cuts fiercely through any 
cliches.  
 
 
 
Shaara, Michael 
The Killer Angels (1975) 
 
The late Shaara's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel (1974) concerns the battle of Gettysburg 
and was the basis for the 1993 film Gettysburg. The events immediately before and 
during the battle are seen through the eyes of Confederate Generals Lee, Longstreet, and 
Armistead and Federal General Buford, Colonel Joshua L. Chamberlain, and a host of 
others. The author's ability to convey the thoughts of men in war as well as their 
confusion-the so-called "fog of battle"-is outstanding. 
 
Slotkin, Richard 
Crater, The (1980) 
The Battle of the Crater near Petersburg, Virginia, lasts for six weeks in the summer of 
1864, with northern soldiers planning to dig a mine while their generals engage in 
pettiness, and the Confederates aim their rifles at blacks. 
 
Snelling, Lauraine 
Sisters of the Confederacy (2000) 
  
Fleeing Kentucky with her freed slaves and horses, Jesselynn Highwood faces danger as 
she heads west on the Oregon Trail, while her sister Louisa gathers faith and strength to 
smuggle supplies to a hospital in Richmond, Virginia. 
 
Thomasson, Clarissa 
Defending Hillsborough (c.1998) 
 
The author lovingly recreates the early part of her ancestress' history and the history of 
the Inn that still welcomes visitors to Hillsborough. The story unfolds with the stately 
predictability of a family tradition. You don't read this one for the plot, you read it for the 
warm familiarity of ante-bellum Southern life and the changes imposed by "the late 
unpleasantness."  
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Trotter, William 
The Fires of Pride (2003) 
 
Historian Trotter provides an epic novelization of the Civil War set primarily along the 
windswept coast of North Carolina. Using Wilmington, North Carolina, as a geographical 
focal point, the author interweaves the fascinating stories of more than two dozen 
fictional and historical characters whose destinies are forever altered by the vagaries of 
war. Pivotal to the action is Fort Fisher, the formidable earthen fortress that provides 
cover for the daring blockade runners willing to risk everything for both personal profit 
and Confederate glory. Naval officers, plantation owners, merchants, politicians, and 
spies are all represented in a sprawling narrative that combines a number of self-
sustaining tales into a superlative overview of a city and a lifestyle under siege. 
Definitely a page-turner, jam-packed with an abundance of adventure, romance, tragedy, 
and historically accurate information about an often-overlooked arena of the Civil War. 
 
Warren, Robert Penn 
Wilderness (1961) 
Adam Rosenzweig, a German Jew, wants to serve in the Union Army, but on shipboard 
to America, someone sees his deformed foot, and he has to escape from pursuers. 
Wicker, Tom 
Unto this Hour (1984) 
In Manassas, Virginia, the Battle of Bull Run shocks those who have come to watch it as 
entertainment. 
 
Wilhelm, Doug 
Gunfire at Gettysburg (c.1994) 
 
You and your friends have longed to see action firsthand in what they're calling the War 
of Secession. But apart from your make-believe battles, you've never even laid eyes on a 
real rebel soldier. Until now. Now, as the world outside explodes with cannon fire and the 
cries of the wounded, you find yourself crouched in terror in an abandoned farm. As the 
clamor dies down you muster your courage to peek outside. "Please put your hands up," 
says a genteel Southern voice. Shaking and suddenly cold you raise your hands and turn 
around slowly. It is a confederate officer. Reckoning you ought to know the local terrain, 
he offers to take you to his commanding officer, the legendary General Robert E. Lee. He 
says he won't shoot you if you run, but you wonder. You're being offered the chance to 
play a pivotal role in history. But should you help the general whose army is overrunning 
your town? If You agree to meet the revered General, turn to page 25. If you decide to 
make a break for Gettysburg and check on your family's safety, turn to page 10. Think 
very carefully before you decide. Tens of thousands of lives are at stake --including your 
own! What happens next in the story? It all depends on the choices YOU make. How 
does the story end? Only YOU can find out! And the best part is that you can keep 
reading and rereading until you've had not one but MANY incredibly daring experiences!  
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Williams, Ben Ames 
House Divided (1947) 
 
Since the Currain family owns plantations in the South, it must support the Confederates. 
House Divided by Ben Ames Williams is an excellent fictional account of the lives of 
ordinary people experiencing the ravages of the Civil War in America. This rivals Gone 
With the Wind in its scope and character development. Of special interest are references 
to actual locations in Richmond, Petersburg and Williamsburg, Virginia.  
 
Young, Stark  
So Red the Rose (1934) 
Families on two plantations in Mississippi come into contact with the Civil War in a 
variety of subtle but powerful ways. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


